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ABSTRACT 
New features of the Banach function space L~, (v), that is, the space of all v-scalarly integrable functions 
(with v any vector measure), are exposed. The Fatou property plays an essential role and leads to a new 
representation theorem for a large class of abstract Banach lattices. Applications are also given to the 
optimal domain of kernel operators taking their values in a Banach function space. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1955, Bartle, Dunford and Schwartz in their study of the Riesz representation 
theorem for operators T : C(K) --+ X, with X a Banach space, introduced the theory 
of integration with respect to a o--additive vector measure v : E --+ X (defined on 
a or-algebra of  subsets E of  some set £2) [1]. In the early 1970's, Lewis gave an 
alternative, and equivalent, approach using duality [13,14]. Namely, f : ~ ~ R is 
integrable with respect o v if 
(i) f is x*v-integrable, for every x* c X* (the dual space of X), 
and 
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(ii) for every A e E there exists fA fdv  e X such that (x*, fA fdv)  = fA fdx*v, 
for every x* 6 X*. 
Here, x*v is the R-valued measure A w-~ (x*, v(A)), for A e Z. 
In 1976, Kluvanek and Knowles considered the space L 1 (v) of all v-integrable 
functions, equipped with the (complete) norm 
(1) 
f 
I l f l l := sup ] l f ld lx*v l .  
x*EBx* d 
after identifying functions which are equal v-a.e. [11]. Here, A 6 2 is v-null means 
that v(B) = 0, for every B e 12 N A, the set Bx* := {x* E X* : IIx*ll _< 1} and Ix*vl 
denotes the variation measure of x*v. Moreover, the simple functions are dense. It 
was noted that Ll(v) is a lattice for the v-a.e, order and an ideal of measurable 
functions, that is, if f e Ll(v) and ]g[ _< If[ v-a.e., then g ~ Ll(v). In 1992, 
Curbera showed in [3] that Ll(v) always has order continuous norm and stressed 
the role of the lattice structure for a deeper understanding of L 1 (v) [4,5]. It was also 
pointed out that L 1 (v) is a Banach function space (in the sense of Lindenstrauss and 
Tzafriri; see below) with respect to the measure space (f2, I2, #), where/z is a finite 
measure of the form # = ]x~vl for some suitable x o c Bx*, that is, # and v should 
have the same null sets; see [8, Chapter IX, §2]. 
Functions satisfying property (i) of Lewis' definition are said to be v-scalarly 
integrable. In 1993, Stefansson considered the space L 1, (v) of such functions [24]. 
He showed that (1) is necessarily finite for functions in Llw(v) and gives rise to a 
complete norm. Moreover, L~(v) is a lattice for the v-a.e, order and an ideal of 
measurable functions but, simple functions need not be dense. 
We will interpret both L 1 (v) and L ~ (v) within the framework of Banachfunction 
spaces (briefly, B.f.s.). The advantage is that new features appear. Banach function 
spaces have been studied in detail by Luxemburg and Zaanen; see [16-20] and 
[25, Chapter 15]. Let (S2, 12,/Z) be a o--finite measure space, 3/ /be the space of all 
/z-measurable functions on S2 (functions equal/z-a.e, are identified), and AA + be 
the cone of those elements of 3,4 which are non-negative #-a.e. A function norm is 
a map p: 3//+ --+ [0, oc] satisfying 
(a) p(f)  =0 i f f f  =0/z-a.e., 
p(af) = ap(f) for every a ) 0, 
p( f  + g) <~ p(f)  + p(g) for all f, g ~ .Ad +, 
(b) if f, g c .Ad + and f ~< g #-a.e., then p(f)  <. p(g). 
The function space Lp is defined as the set of all f 6 3d satisfying p(lf[)  < cx); it is 
a linear space and p is a norm. The space Lp is complete iffp has the Riesz-Fischer 
property, [25, Chapter 15], which is assumed to be the case throughout this 
paper. Moreover, Lp is always a super Dedekind complete Banach lattice for 
the Iz-a.e. order (see Section 2 for the definition) and an ideal of measurable 
functions. The associate space Lp, of Lp is generated by the function norm 
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! ! p!(g) := sup{f Ifgldtt: p(f) <~ 1, f E AA+}. We also denote Lp, by Lp. I fg  6 Lp 
and G(f) := f fgd lz  for every f ~ Lp, then G c L~ and IIGII = P!(g). In this 
sense, L~ is identified with a closed subspace of L~. Applying the same procedure 
to L~, we obtain the second associate space L~. Some authors consider different 
definitions of B.f.s.' which are more restrictive. Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri add the 
requirement that functions in Lp are locally tt-integrable and XA E Lp whenever 
/z(A) < c~ [15, Definition 1.b.17]; Bennett and Sharpley also require this and, 
additionally, the Fatou property, that is, if 0 ~< f,, 1" f in AA +, then p(f,,) t P(f) 
[2, Definition I.l.1], [25, Chapter 15]. Technically speaking, this should be called 
the cr-Fatou property but, because Lp is super Dedekind complete and A4 is order 
separable, there is no distinction between using increasing sequences or increasing 
nets [26, Theorem 112.3]. 
Consider now the function orm (relative to tt = Ix~vl as above) given by 
f 
(2) p~( f ) :=  sup I l f ld lx*v[ ,  f6.A,4, 
x*CBx* f2 d 
in which case Lp~, = L~, (v). In order to obtain L 1 (1)) as a B.f.s. we define a function 
norm in AA by 
(3) pv(f) =: { [[f[I i f f  E LI(u), 
oc i f f  ¢ LI(p), 
with Hf[] defined as in (1). Then Lp~ = Ll(v). Although this definition appears 
cumbersome, its usefulness will be shown in Section 2. For instance, by means 
of the classical Lorentz function norm, it is shown that L~,(v) is the "Fatou 
completion" of Ll(v). As a consequence, we are able to characterize all Banach 
lattices which arise as L l (v)  for some vector measure v; see Theorem 2.5. 
Associated to each measurable kernel K :[0, 1] x [0, 1] --+ "[0, ~)  satisfying 
certain natural conditions, there is a kernel operator T which sends bounded 
measurable functions on [0,1] to measurable functions on [0,1]; see Section 3. 
Given a B.f.s. X (over [0,1] relative to Lebesgue measure) satisfying L~([0, 1]) _c 
X __c LI([0, t]), it turns out that [T, X] = {f :  [0, 1] --+ ~: T]f[ ~ X} is the largest 
domain to which T can be continuously extended and still takes its values in X. 
This optimal domain [T, X] is itself a B.f.s. over [0,1] and is closely related to 
Ll(vx) and Llw(Vx), where v x denotes the X-valued vector measure A w-~ T(XA). 
In Section 3 we make a detailed study of the precise relationships between [T, X], 
L 1 (v x ) and L~ (v x). For instance, it is shown that 
Ll(vx) c_ [T, X] c L l  (vx). 
Moreover, the first inclusion (which can be proper; see Example 3.3) is an equality 
iff IT, X] has order continuous norm. Similarly, the second inclusion (which can 
also be proper; see Example 3.4) is an equality iff IT, X] has the Fatou property. 
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2. THE ROLE OF THE FATOU PROPERTY 
Throughout this section v denotes an X-valued, a-additive vector measure defined 
on a a-algebra nd/z = Ix~v [ is a finite measure as defined in the previous ection. 
Adopting the B.f.s. viewpoint (relative to p) the following result arises in a natural 
way. 
Proposition 2.1. The B.fs. L l (v) has the Fatou property. 
Proof. The supremum of a family of function semi-norms, each of which has the 
Fatou property, also has the Fatou property [25, Chapter 15, §65, Theorem 4]. From 
(2) we see that pw is a supremum of such semi-norms (by Fatou's Lemma). Hence, 
Pw has the Fatou property. [] 
It was recently observed that L1 (v) always has the weak Fatou property, that is, 
i f0 ~< fi, 1" f in AA + with supn Pu,(fn) < ~,  then f c L~,(v) [10, Lemma 3.8]. 
The following result is known; it follows from the fact that in any Banach 
lattice E, weak sequential completeness is equivalent to convergence in E of all 
norm bounded, increasing sequences [15, Theorem 1.c,4]. Recall that the norm 
in E is called a-order continuous (briefly, a-o.c,), respectively, order continuous 
(briefly, o.c.) if 1Ix,, l[ $ 0 (resp. IIxT II $ 0) whenever the sequence {x~} _ E (resp. 
net {xr] _c E) decreases to zero in the order of E. If E is Dedekind a-complete, 
then these concepts coincide (and imply E is Dedekind complete) and, by [26, 
Theorem 103.6], are equivalent to the requirement that all increasing, order 
bounded sequences are norm convergent in E. Recall that E is Dedekind complete 
(resp. a-complete) if every non-empty subset (resp. at most countable subset) which 
is bounded from above has a supremum. A Dedekind complete Banach lattice E 
is called super Dedekind complete if every non-empty subset D C E possessing 
a supremum contains an at most countable subset possessing the same supremum 
as D. 
Lemma 2.2. A B.fs. is weakly sequentially complete iff it has the Fatou proper~ 
and o. c.-norm. 
The relevance of weak sequential completeness of L~(v) was first observed 
by Steffanson, who showed that L 1, (v) is weakly sequentially complete iff L l(v) 
is weakly sequentially complete iff Ll(v) = L~.(v) iff L~(v) has o.c.-norm [24, 
Theorem 10]. Weak sequential completeness of a B.f.s. is also equivalent to not 
containing a (lattice) isomorphic opy of co [21, Theorems 2.4.12 and 2.5.6]. The 
equality L l(v) = L 1 (v) holds whenever X does not contain an isomorphic opy of 
co [11,14]. 
In view of the above comments, Proposition 2.1, Lemma 2.2 and the fact that 
Ll(v) always has o.c.-norm, the role of the Fatou property becomes clear, as 
summarized inpart (i) of the following result. 
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Proposition 2.3. Let v be anv vector measure. 
(i) LI(v) has the Fatou property iff L l,(v) has o.c.-norm. 
(ii) L~, (v) is weakly sequentially complete iff it is weakly compactly generated. 
Proof. Only (ii) needs a proof. Note that Ll(v) is always weakly compactly 
generated [3, Theorem 2], and L 1 (v) = L~ (v) iff either one (hence, both) of L l(v) 
or Llw (v) is weakly sequentially complete; see above. 
Suppose that L~(v) is not weakly sequentially complete. Then it fails to have 
o.c.-norm (see above) and hence, contains an isomorphic opy of £~ [15, Proposi- 
tion 1.a.7]. Since g~ is an injective Banach space, L~, (v) contains a complemented 
copy of £~. But, e ~ is not weakly compactly generated and hence, neither is 
L~,(v). [] 
To exhibit a space Ll(v) without he Fatou property we just need a v for which 
Ll(v) ~ Ll (v) .  The classical example of this situation is the c0-valued measure 
over (N, 2 N) given by v({n}) = en/n, where e,, is the nth basis vector. Then, for 
f (n)  = n, we have f ~ Llw(v) \ L~(v); see [14, §5] and [11, Example 1, p. 31]. 
Further examples, arising from kernel operators, occur in Section 3. 
How is the larger space L~,(v) generated from L 1 (v)? Surely not topologically 
since L l(v) is closed in Llw (v). Nevertheless, a precise answer can be given. Recall 
the Lorentzfunction norm PL associated toany given function orm p. Namely, 
(4) PL(f)  := inf{limp(fi,): 0 ~< A T f with f,, c AA+}. 
Then PL is the largest norm majorized by p and having the Fatou property [25, 
Chapter 15, §66]. It follows that LpL is the minimal B.f.s. (over/x) with the Fatou 
property and continuously containing (with norm ~< 1) Lp. Since PL = P" [25, 
I f  Chapter 15, §71, Theorem 2], we see that Lp is the minimal B.f.s. (over #) with 
the Fatou property and continuously containing (with norm ~< 1) Lp. 
For the particular function norm p = pv given by (3), it can be verified that 
(P~,)L = Pw. Hence, L~,(v) is the minimal B.f.s. (over/1) with the Fatou property 
and continuously containing (with norm _< 1) Ll(v). Accordingly, L~,(v) can be 
interpreted as the "Fatou completion" of L 1 (v). Since L 1 (v) always has o.c.-norm, 
we have Ll(v)' = Ll(v) *. Although complicated, the Banach space dual L~(v) *
and hence, also the associate space L l(v) ,, can be precisely described [22]. Since 
PL = P", the previous discussion together with Proposition 2.1 yield the following 
Proposition 2.4. For any vector measure v, the second associate space 
L~(~) " = L~(v) .  
On the other hand, how is the smaller space Ll(v) determined within L~w(v)? 
Recall that the order continuous part (Lp)a of any B.f.s. Lp consists of all f 
Lp which have o.c.-norm, meaning that p(fn) $ 0 whenever {fn} c L + satisfies 
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I f l  ~ In ,~ O. Equivalently, increasing sequences order bounded by I f l  are norm 
convergent [25, Chapter 15, §72, Theorem 2]. Since Ll(v) has o.c.-norm and the 
simple functions are dense, it can be verified that (Llw(V))a = LI(v). So, LI(v) is 
the maximal B.f.s. inside L~(v) (with the same norm) which has o.c.-norm. 
The above discussion explains Proposition 2.3(i). Indeed, if L 1 (v) has the Fatou 
property, then the minimal property of Ll(v) forces L I (v )  = Ll(v). On the other 
hand, if L~ (v) has o.c.-norm, then the maximal property of L l (v) forces L l (v)  = 
LI(v). 
Banach lattices with o.c.-norm and having a weak unit are precisely those spaces 
of the form L 1 (v), where v is a vector measure [3, Theorem 8]. We now present an 
analogous result for certain Banach lattices with the o--Fatou property. 
Let E be a Banach lattice. Just as for B.f.s.' (see above), let 
ga = {X E E: Ix[/>Un $ 0 implies Ilunll $0} 
denote the space of all elements of E which have o--o.c.-norm, in which case  Ea 
is a closed ideal in E [26, pp. 317-318]. Indeed, Ea is the largest closed ideal in 
E to which the restriction of the norm in E is o--o.c. A Banach lattice E is said 
to have the o--Fatouproperty if for every increasing sequence {Xn} c_ E + which is 
norm bounded, the element x := supx~ exists in E and [Ixnll ]" Ilxl[. In this case, 
E is necessarily Dedekind o--complete [26, pp. 421-422]. 
Let E := L l (v) ,  with v any vector measure defined on some measurable 
space (f2, E). Then E has the o--Fatou (= Fatou, in this case) property (cf. 
Proposition 2.1). As noted above, E~ = L 1 (v) and so Xa is a weak unit for E which 
belongs to Ea. These two properties of L~,(v) characterize a large class of Banach 
lattices. 
Theorem 2.5. Let E be any Banach lattice with the o--Fatou property and 
possessing a weak unit which belongs to Ea. Then there exists a (E+-valued) vector 
measure v such that E is order and isometrically isomorphic to L~ (v). 
Proof. Since Ea is a closed ideal in the Dedekind o--complete Banach lattice E, 
it follows that Ea is also Dedekind a-complete. Also, Ea has o--o.c.-norm and 
hence, as noted earlier, Ea is then Dedekind complete and has o.c.-norm. Moreover, 
the weak unit of E which belongs to Ea is also a weak unit of Ea. By a 
classical representation theorem applied to Ea there exists a B.f.s. F over a finite 
measure space (f2, E,/z) and an order isometric isomorphism • : F -+ Ea [15, 
Theorem 1.b. 14]. As shown in the proof of Theorem 8 in [3] there exists a vector 
measure 7 :E  --~ F + such that its integration map l~: f  ~ f f d7 is an order 
isometric isomorphism of L 1 (7) onto F. Then, for the E+-valued vector measure 
v := • o 7, the map Iv = • o I~ is an order isometric isomorphism of L~(v) onto 
Ea (which maps the weak unit Xa of Ll(v) onto a weak unit of Ea). For ease of 
notation L, is simply denoted by T, so that Tf  = f fdv  for f ~ Ll(v). 
The proof proceeds via a series of steps. 
(I) The first step is to extend T to Ll(v) +. Given 0 <~ f ~ Ll(v), choose simple 
functions 0 ~< fn ~ f .  Since f,, 6 L~(v), we have xn := Tfn ~ Ea and [IXnlIF~ = 
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Pv(fn) = Pw(fn) <~ Pw(f)  for n ~ N. Hence, {Xn} is increasing and norm bounded 
in E a c_ E. By the ~r-Fatou property of  E the element x := sup x, exists in E and 
[Ix II E = lim Ilx,, [IE. Define Tf  := x. By the Fatou property of  Llu, (v) we conclude 
that 
lIT fi lE = lira [IXn lie = lim p~(f~) = limpw(fn) = Pw(f), 
n I't n 
that is, T is positive and isometric on L l (v )  +. We still need to verify that the 
extended T is well defined. Suppose that 0 ~< g,z 1" f is another sequence of  simple 
functions. Let z := sup z~, with z~ :-- Tgn for n E N. Our aim is to show that 
z = x. So, let 0 ~< x* 6 E*. Then (x*, x) >1 (x*, xn) -- f f~ dx*v. By the monotone 
convergence theorem, f A dx*v "~ f f dx*v < oc (as f ~ L lw(v)). Hence, 
(x*,x)>~ f fdx*v>~(x*,Xn), ~N. 
By the same argument applied to the zn and the g~, we have 
(x*,z)>~ f fdx*v>~(x*,zn), n~N. 
In particular, (x*, x) ~> (x*, zn) and (x*, z) ~ (x*, x,,) for all n ~ N. Since this is the 
case for every 0 ~< x* 6 E*, it follows that x/> z~ and z ~> x~ for all n ~ N and hence, 
x ~> z and z ~> x, that is, x -- z. 
(II) Clearly T(otf) = otTf for all ot c [0, oo) and f 6 L~, (v) +. To check additivity, 
let 0 ~< f, g 6 L~w (v) and choose simple functions 0 ~< fn t f and 0 ~< gm t g. Define 
Xn := Tfn and Ym := Tgm for n, m 6 N, in which case Tf  = supxn and Tg = sup Ym. 
Then, T( f  + g) = sup(xn + Ym) = supxn 4- supym ----= Tf  + Tg. 
The positive, additive and positively homogeneous map T on L~, (v) + can now 
be uniquely extended to a positive linear map T : L~,(v) ~ E in a standard way. 
(III) T is disjointness preserving on Llw(v). Suppose first that 0 ~ f, g ~ L~,(v) 
satisfy f A g = 0. Choose simple functions 0 ~< f,~ 1" f and 0 ~< gn 1" g. Then fn A 
gn = 0 for all n 6 N. Since T is an order isomorphism on L 1 (v), it follows that Tfn A 
Tgn = T(f,z A gn) = 0 for all n c N. By a standard istributive law (and since Tfn "~ 
T f and T gn t T g ) we have T f A T g ---- (sup T f n ) A (sup T gn ) = sup( T f n A T gn ) = O. 
For arbitrary f c L 1 u, (v) we have f+,  f -  6 L 1 w (v) + with f +A f -  = 0. The previous 
argument yields Tf  + A T f -  ---- 0. Hence, T is a lattice homomorphism on Llw(v) 
(equivalently, IT f[ = T l f l  for all f c Llw(v)) [21, Proposition 1.3.1 l]. Since T is 
positive, it follows that T is disjointness preserving on L~, (v) [21, p. 149]. 
(IV) T is an isometry (hence, injective) on L~,(v). For, if f c Llw(v), then (III) 
implies IrTflle = II ITfl liE = IITIf[ liE. But, in (I) it was shown T is isometric on 
L l (v )  +. So, IITIfl lie = pw( I f l )=  pw(f) .  
(v)  T is an order isomorphism on L~(v). This follows from (II)-(IV). 
(VI) It remains to verify that T is surjective. Denote the weak unit of  E which 
belongs to Ea by u. Fix any x ~ E +. Since u is a weak unit in E we have xn t x, 
where x,, = x A (nu) for n 6 N. Moreover, IlxnllE "~ IlxllE as E has the o--Fatou 
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property. Since Ea is an ideal, it is clear that {x,} c_ Ea and hence, there exists f ,  
L I (v)  + such that Tfn -= Xn for each n 6 N. Then (V) implies that {f~ } is increasing 
in L l(v) c_ L 1 (v). Moreover, by (IV) we have sup p~ (f~) = s upll xn I I E < oc. By the 
Fatou property of L~(v) we conclude that f = sup f~ exists in L~(v) and Pu)(f~) 
Pw(f). By (I) we have x = Tf. For an arbitrary x s E write x = x + - x - .  Then 
1 + thereexist f, g6Lw(v) satisfyingx+=Tf andx-=Tg.  So, x=T( f  -g) .  [] 
Example 2.6. (a) E = L~([0, 1]) has the Fatou property, but Ea = {0}. By 
Theorem 2.5, L~([0, 1]) is not isomorphic to L~(v) for any v. 
(b) Let E denote the B.f.s. on [0,1] generated by the function norm p(f)  := 
IIfx[o,l/2]ll~ + IIfx[1/~_,l]lll. Then E has the Fatou property and X[0,1] is a weak 
unit. In this case Ea = {fx[1/2,l] : f s E} is non-trivial and E~ has a weak unit 
(e.g. X[1/2,t]). It is clear that no weak unit of E can belong to Ea. By Theorem 2.5 
E cannot be isomorphic to L~(v) for any v. 
(c) E -- ~ has the Fatou property and Ea = co. The element u -- ( l /n)  is a 
weak unit for E and belongs to E~. So, e~ _~ L~,(v) for some c0-valued measure v. 
However, since e ~ does not have o.c.-norm, it cannot be isomorphic to L ~ (~) for 
any vector measure ~. 
(d) The two hypotheses of Theorem 2.5 are not related. Both spaces E in parts 
(a), (b) of this example have the Fatou property and possess aweak unit but, neither 
of them has a weak unit belonging to E a. On the other hand, the sequence space 
c := {~0 6 Uc: limn__,~ ~0(n) exists} is a Banach lattice which possesses a weak unit 
(e.g., u = ( l /n))  belonging to Ea = co but, E does not have the Fatou property (it 
is not even Dedekind or-complete). 
To formulate a further class of examples, arising in classical analysis, we need 
an additional concept. Let Lp denote a B.f.s. over a finite measure space (f2, E,/~). 
Then (Lp)b denotes the closure of the simple functions in Lp, in which case (Lp)b is 
a B.f.s. satisfying L~(/~) ___ (Lp)b. We always have (Lp)a _c (Lp)b. In the case that 
/z is non-atomic and Lp is a rearrangement i variant (briefly, r.i.) space on f2 (cf. [2, 
Definition II.4.1]), we have (Lp), = (Lp)b whenever Lp # L°~(/z); see the proof of 
Theorem II.5.5 of [2] (the Fatou property, which the authors of [2] assume in their 
definition ofa B.f.s., is not used in the proof). The function norm of Example 2.6(b) 
generates a non-r.i. Banach function space Lp with the properties that fLp)b fails 
to have o.c. -norm, (Lp)a is non-trivial, and X[0,1l ~ (Lp)a. The following two facts 
about B.f.s.' of the kind (Lp)b are used later. Firstly, we always have (Lp)~ = L'p. In 
particular, (Lp)~ = L'~. Secondly, (Lp), = (Lp)b i f fxa  E (Lp)a. 
Corollary 2.7. Let Lp be a B.fs. over a finite measure space (f2, E,/z) such that 
Lp has the Fatou property and Xf~ c (Lp)a. Then Lp is" order and isometrically 
isomorphic to L 1 (v) for some v. 
Proof. From the above discussion, Xa is a weak unit of (Lp)a. Also, the ideal 
property of (Lp)a ensures that all simple functions belong to (Lp)a. Let f E Lp 
satisfy If l  /x Xa = 0. Choose simple functions 0 ~< f,t t If l  (/J-a.e.). Since 0 ~< 
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fn 1' I f l ,  it follows that also fn/x Xa = 0 for all n E N. But, {f,} ___ (Lp) a and 
Xa is a weak unit of  (Lp)a. Accordingly, f,, = 0 for all n E N and hence If l  = 0. 
So, f = 0 whenever I f l /x  Xa = 0, that is, X~ is a weak unit of  Lp. Now apply 
Theorem 2.5. [] 
Example  2.8. (a) Let Lp be any r.i. space over a non-atomic finite measure 
space (f2, ~, /z)  such that Lp has the Fatou property and Lp ¢ L~C(/~). As noted 
earlier, (Lp)a = (Lp)b and hence, Xa E (Lp)a. By Corollary 2.7 we conclude 
that Lp ~_ Llu,(v) for some vector measure v. If, in addition, L ;  fails to have 
o.c.-norm, then Lp ~ L l ( r / )  for any vector measure 7. Classical examples of  r.i. 
spaces (for Lebesgue measure on f2 = [0, 1]) with the Fatou property, but failing 
to have o.c.-norm, include the Zygmund space Lexp and L p'eQ for 1 < p < oo (see 
Examples 3.3 and 3.10). 
(b) The assumptions of  Corollary 2.7 are sufficient but not necessary. Let E be 
the classical B.f.s. ofKorenblyum, Krein and Levin (over [0, 1] relative to Lebesgue 
measure/Z) [26, pp. 469-471]. Namely, it is determined by the function norm 
h {lj / 
p( f ) :=sup ~ ]f ld/z:  O<h~<l  , 
0 
fEM.  
Clearly L°C([O, 1]) c E c LI([o, 1]) and it is known that 
h 
Ea = E E: lim d/z = 0 , 
h---~0 
0 
see [26, p. 470]. Moreover, i f0  ~< f,, t and supp(fn)  < oo, then f = sup f,, exists 
in E [26, p. 470]. It is routine to verify that also p( fn)  1" p( f )  and hence E has 
the Fatou property. Since the non-zero constant functions belong to E \ Ea, it is 
clear that E does not have o.c.-norm. Accordingly, X[0,I] ~g E,  even though X[0,1] is 
a weak unit for E. So, the hypothesis of  Corollary 2.7 are not satisfied. Moreover, 
since X[0,1] ¢ Ea, the comments at the beginning of  part (a) of  this example imply 
that E is not r.i. However, the function u(t) := t, for t E [0, 1], belongs to E + and 
is a weak unit of  E (clearly, u/~ [fl = 0, for f E E, implies f = 0 /z-a.e.). So, 
Theorem 2.5 applies to show that E is isomorphic to a space of  the form L~, (v) for 
some E+-va lued vector measure v. Since E is not o.c., it cannot be isomorphic to 
L1 (7) for any vector measure r/. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO OPTIMAL DOMAINS FOR KERNEL OPERATORS 
Let K : [0, 1] x [0, 1] --+ [0, ~)  be a measurable function such that, for every x E 
[0, 1], the function Kx : y w-> K(x, y), y E [0, 1], is integrable for Lebesgue measure 
m in [0,1], and Kx,, --+ Kxo weakly in L 1 ([0, 1]) whenever x0 e [0, 1] and xn ~ xo. 
The first condition guarantees, for every set A E/3 (the Borel ~-algebra of  [0,1 ]), 
that the function v(A)(.) := fA K(-, y)dy is well defined. The second condition 
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guarantees that v(A) E C([0, 1]), for every A E B, and that the set function v :/3 --> 
C([0, 1]) so defined is a a-additive measure [6, §4]. Let T be the operator associated 
to K via the formula 
1 
(5) Tf(x) := f f (y)K(x,y)dy,  x e [0, 1], 
0 
for any function f for which it is meaningful to do so for m-a.e, x E [0, 11. Clearly 
Tf  >~ 0 whenever f ~> 0 and Tf  is defined. Examples include the kernels of 
the Volterra operator and the fractional integral operator [6], and of the Sobolev 
imbedding operator for certain domains in R n [7]. Further examples, arising in 
classical analysis, can be found in [6]. 
Throughout this section X will be a B.f.s. over ([0, 1]. B, m) for which L°C([0, 1]) 
_c X c__ LI([0, 1]). Under the above conditions on K, we have T:L°C([O, 1]) --+ X 
continuously. We denote by IT, X] the maximal B.f.s. to which T can be extended 
as a continuous linear operator, still with values in X. This maximality is to be 
understood in the following sense: there is a continuous linear extension (still 
denoted by T) T : IT, X] --+ X and if T has a continuous linear extension T : E ~ X, 
where E is a B.f.s. over ([0, 1], B, m) containing L~([0, 1]), then E is continuously 
embedded in [T, X]. Then [T, X] is the optimal attice domain for T. In order to 
ensure that the definition of [T, X] is meaningful there should not exist any set 
A c_ [0, 1] with m(A) > 0 for which T(fXA) : 0 a.e. for every function f .  This 
condition (only implicitly assumed in [6]) corresponds precisely to the requirement 
that f l  o Ky(x)dx > 0 for a.e. y c [0, 1] where, for every y a [0, 1], the function 
Ky is defined by x w-> K(x, y), for x E [0, 1]. Under these conditions, it turns out 
that [T, X] = {f: T]f[ e X} [6, Proposition 5.2], and IlflltT.X] :-- l[ Tlf[ Ilx is a 
complete function orm in [T, X]. 
Since C([0, 1]) is continuously embedded in X, the measure v is also X-valued 
and a-additive in X with v(A) = T(XA) for every A e B. We will denote it by v x 
in this case; note that v x takes its values in X +. Clearly Tf  = f f dvx, for every 
simple function f on [0,1 ]. If v takes its values in a closed subspace Y of X, then it 
follows from the definitions and a duality argument via the Hahn Banach theorem 
that 
(6) Ll(v~,)-=L](vx) and Llw(vv)=L~,(Vx), 
with equality of norms. 
So, for vector measures vx arising from kernel operators T : L°°([0, 1]) ~ X, 
in addition to the usual B.f.s.' L 1 (v x) and L~,(Vx) associated with T, there occurs 
a third natural B.f.s., namely, the optimal domain space IT, X]. In this section we 
make a detailed study of the relationships between L l(vx), L~ (v x) and [T, X]. 
We begin by seeing how certain properties of X transfer to [T, X]. Recall 
that X' is a norming subspace of X* if, for every x e X, we have IIxllx = 
sup{l(x*,x)l: IIx*ll <~ 1, x* e X'}. Since p,1 ~< p on X, we always have X _c X I~ 
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and Ilflls" ~ Ilfllx, for f • X. I fX '  is a norming subspace of X*, then the norms 
of X and X" coincide on X, and so X is isometric to a closed ideal of X'.  
Proposition 3.1. The following assertions hold. 
(i) I f  X has o.c.-norm, then [T, X] has o.c.-norm. 
(ii) I f  X has the Fatou property, then [T, X] has the Fatou property. 
(iii) I f  X has the weak Fatou property, then [T, X] has the weak Fatou proper~. 
(iv) I f  X' is a norming subspace of X*, then [T, X]' is a norming subspace of 
[T, X]*. 
(v) I f  X ~ is a norming subspace of X*, then [T, X]" = [T, X"]. 
Proof. (i) Let fn, f • [T,X] with 0 ~< fn ~ f a.e. Since K >~ 0, by (5) and 
monotone convergence we have 0 ~< Tfn ~ Tf. As Tf  • X and X has o.c.-norm, it
follows that Tfn converges to Tf  in X. Since ( f  - fn)/> 0, we have II f - fn II tT, XJ = 
[I TI f  - fn[ Ilx : II Tf  - Tfn IIx ~ 0. 
(ii) Let fn • IT, X] with 0 ~< fn $ f a.e. and sup Ilf~ II[r,xl < oo. Then 0 ~< Tfn "~ 
Tf  with T f,, • X and sup [[Tfn [[x < cx~. Since X has the Fatou property, it follows 
that Tf  • X and IlTfn[lx ~ ][Tfllx. So, f • [T, X] and [[f~ll[r,x] --+ I[fl[[r,x]. 
(iii) Similar to (ii). 
(iv) Follows the lines of (ii) by using the following characterization: X r is a 
norming subspace of X* iff whenever fn, f • X with 0 ~< fn "~ f a.e., we have 
[If~llx 1" [[f[[x [15, Proposition l.b.18]. 
(v) In general we have X ___ X' ,  which implies that IT, X] c_ [T, X'] with 
[[fl[[r,x'l ~< Ilfl[[r,x], for f • IT, X]. From (ii) and the fact that X" always has 
the Fatou property, it follows that [T, X'] has the Fatou property. Let Z be a B.f.s. 
having the Fatou property and such that [T, X] _ Z with the inclusion having norm 
at most 1. Let 0 ~< f • IT, X'] and f~ be simple functions with 0 ~< f~ 1" f a.e. 
Then Ilfnl[[T,X'] <~ Ilfll[r,x-l. Since the f~ are simple, we have f ,  • Z. Since 
X t is a norming subspace of X*, the norms of X and X" agree on X. Hence, 
the norms of [r, Xl and [r,x"l agree on [T,X]. Thus, II/nllz _< Ilfnll[T.Xl = 
IIf~ll[r,x'] ~< Ilfll[T,X']. Since Z has the Fatou property, we deduce that f • Z and 
II f II z = lira l] f~ II z ~< II f II [T,X']. Thus, [T, X"] C Z with the inclusion having norm 
at most 1. By minimality, we conclude that [T, X]" = [T, X']. [] 
We now formulate some connections between L J(vx), L lw (v x) and [T, X]. 
Proposition 3.2. The following assertions hold. 
(i) If f • LI(vx ), then f • [T, X] and [Ifll[T,X] = JlfllLl(vx)" 
(ii) I f  f • [T, X], then f • L l  (vx) and IlfllL~(vx) <, I[fll[T,X]. 
(iii) I f  f • L~(vx), then f • [T, X"] and I[fll[r,x"] <- f L~(Vx). 
(iv) [T, X] 1r = L 1, (v x) with equality of norms. 
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Proof. (i) See Theorem 5.2 of [6] and the discussion after its proof. 
(ii) Let f • IT, X]. Consider simple functions fn such that 0 ~< f,, t I f l  a.e. By 
(5) and monotone convergence we have 0 <~ Tfn "~ T Ifl. Since T If[ • X, given x* • 
X* with x* ~> 0 we have 0 ~< (x*, Tf,,) <~ (x*, Tlf l )  < ec, for n E N. The measure 
x*v x is absolutely continuous with respect to m and x*v x >~ 0 as x* ~> 0. Thus, by 
monotone convergence, we have 0 <. f f,, d(x*v x) "~ f Ifl d(x*Vx) in [0, eel. Since 
the fn are simple functions, it follows that f f~ dv x = T f,, and so f f,, dx*v x = 
(x*, T f,,). Thus, we conclude that actually f Ifl d(x*Vx ) < ~.  Since X* is a lattice, 
it follows that in fact f lfldlx* v x ] < ~ for all x* ~ X*. So, f ~ L1 (Vx)" Moreover, 
f Ifl d(x*Vx) <~ (x*, T f), for all x* • X* with x* ~> O. It follows that [If[lL~(Vx <~ 
II fl ltr,xl. 
(iii) Let g • X' be non-negative and A • B. By Fubini's theorem 
1 1 1 
(g, vx(A))=f g(x)vx(A)(x)dx=f g(x)f xA(y)K(x,y)dydx 




Thus, since K ~> 0, the variation IgVxl is the absolutely continuous measure with 
density y w-> f l  ]g(x)[K(x,y)dx relative to m. Let f be measurable. By the 
previous equalities and Fubini's theorem we have 
(7) 
1 1 
f,l,d,g x,=flI(y)lflg( )lK  .y)dxdY 
o o 
1 1 
= f [g(x) l f ]f(y) IK(x, y)dydx 
o 0 
I 
= f Ig(x)l. Tlfl(x)dx. 
0 
1 For f E Lw(Vx), the previous equalities how that Igl • Tlfl is integrable, for 
every g E X'. Hence, r l f l  • X'. Since r l f l  >~ O, we can conclude from (7) that 
(8) 
1 
HTlflllx,,= sup f lg (x ) l .T [ f l (x )dx= sup f l f ld lgvx[  
Hgl[x'<~l 0 []gllx'~ 1 ' /  
~< sup f If[dlx*Vxl = IIx*ll~ <1 []flltJ,,O,x)" 
(iv) From (ii) we see [T, X] c L~ (v x) and the inclusion has norm at most 1. Since 
L 1 (v x) has the Fatou property (cf. Proposition 2.1), we have that [T, X]" c_ L 1 (v x ) 
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and Ilfll[z,xW ~ Ilfllt~,(~,x? for f 6 [T, X]". From (i) it follows that Ll(vx) 
IT, X] and the inclusion has norm at most 1. As [T, X]" has the Fatou property, 
1 /t 
we have that L (Vx) c_ [T, X]" and Ilfllta~,,x ). <~ IIflI[T,X]" for f E Ll(vx) ". This 
and L (Vx) 1 = L~(v x) (cf. Proposition 2.4) give the desired equality. [] 
The previous proposition and Proposition 2.4 show that the following continuous 
inclusions always hold; 
(9) L l (vx)C_ [V ,X]C[T ,X]"=L~, (Vx)=L l (vx) "c [T ,X" ] .  
In particular, the optimal domain [T, X] has the Fatou property iff [T, X] = L lu (vx). 
The inclusions in (9) can be strict. 
Example 3.3. Remark 5.3 in [6] shows that for X the Zygmund space Lexp (see 
[2, Chapter 4, §6]) and T the Volterra operator Tf(x)  = fo f (y )dy  associated to 
the kernel K(x, y) = XA, with A = {(x, y) e [0, 1] 2:0 ~< y ~<x}, we have Lt(vx) C_ 
IT, X]. 
Example 3.4. Let 1 < p < oo and X := (Le'°°)o, by definition the space of 
functions f satisfying limt__,0+ tl/Pf*(t) --0, where f* is the decreasing re-' 
arrangement of f ;  for the definition of L p'°~ see [2, Chapter 4, §4]. Let K be the 
kernel (x, y) ~ ya-lX[x,1}(y), with 0 < ol < 1. Consider f (y)  = y-a - (1 /p ) .  Then 
Tf(x)  = f l  r ya-l f (y )dy  -~ p(x -1/p - 1). Moreover, Tf  ~ (LP'°°)0 and so f 
[T, X]. As [(LP,°~)0]* = L p''l, with (I/p) + (1/p') = 1, a direct calculation shows 
that (g, v x (A)) = fA y~-l f~ g(x)dxdy,  for all g ~ L p''I . Thus, f If(y)l dlgvx I <~ 
f y-~l/p)-X f~' Ig(x)ldx dy = f Ig(x)lf~ y-fl/p)-I dy dx. This last integral is finite 
as  X -Up E L p'°° and g ~ L p''I. So, f ~ L~,(Vx). Accordingly, [T, X] C L~,(Vx). 
Note, for o~ = 1/n, that K is the kernel associated to Sobolev's inequality in R n 
[7,9]. 
For further elevant examples, ee Examples 3.8, 3.10 and 3.11. 
The first inclusion in (9) is an isometric imbedding. Under a certain natural 
condition, the other inclusions are also isometric imbeddings. 
Corollary 3.5. Suppose that X' is a norming subspace of X*. 
(i) I f  f E [T,X], then IIf L~¢~x) = I[flltr, xl. 
(ii) I f  f ~ Llw(Vx), then [If[l~,x"3 = IIf L~l~x). 
Proof. We use again the notation of the proof of Proposition 3.2. 
(i) Let f ~ [T, X]. Since X' is a norming subspace of X*, the norms of [T, X] 
and [T, X"] agree on [T, X]. Then, from (7) and (8), it follows that 
][f[[[T,X] = [Ifl[[T,X"] = sup ([g[, T [ f [ )= sup f [f[d[gvx[ 
iigHx,<~l ilgllx,<~ l a 
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~< sup f lfldlx*vxl = IlfllLL~,,x ). 
IIx*ll~<l a
(ii) Let f ~ L]w(Vx) and f ,  be simple functions uch that 0 ~< f ,  1" Ifl a.e. From 
Theorem 2.1, ] Lw(v x) has the Fatou property and so IlfllL~,(~x ) = sup Ilfnllt~(,,x ).
Since X" always has the Fatou property, Proposition 3.1 (ii) implies that [T, X'] has 
the Fatou property and so II f IItT,X"] = sup II fn II tT,X'1. Thus, it is enough to show 
that if g is any simple function, then IIg IILL¢,,x) = Ilg IIIT,X']. From part (i) of this 
Corollary and Proposition 3.2(i), we have II g II LL, (~x) = II g II t~¢~ x ) = II g II tZ,X]. As X' 
is a norming subspace of X*, the norms of [T, X] and IT, X'] agree on IT, X] and 
so ]lgHtr,x] = I[gl[[z,x"]. [] 
Theorem 3.6. The following assertions are valid. 
(i) Let X have o.c.-norm. Then L l(vx ) = [T, X]. 
(ii) Let X' be a norming subspace of X*. Then L~(vx) = [T, X"]. 
Proof. (i) Proposition 3.1(i) shows that [T, X] has o.c.-norm. Since Ll(vx) c 
[T, X] with equal norms, maximality of L](vx) with respect o order continuity 
of the norm implies that they coincide. This result was also proved directly in 
[6, Theorem 5.2]. 
(ii) Proposition 3.2(ii) and Corollary 3.5(i) show that [T, X] ___ L~,(Vx) with 
equal norms. By Proposition 2.1, L~ (v x) has the Fatou property. So, by minimality 
of IT, X'] = IT, X]" (cf. Proposition 3.1(v)) for spaces with the Fatou property 
and continuously containing (with norm ~< 1) [T, X], we conclude that [T, X"] c_ 
L~(Vx). [] 
Order continuity of the norm and the Fatou property each separately imply that 
X' is a norming subspace of X*. Thus, the following result follows from this remark 
and Lemma 2.2. 
Corollary 3.7. The following assertions hold. 
(i) I fX  has o.c.-norm, then Ll(vx) = [T, X] and 
L~(vx) = IT, X] _c IT, X]" = Ll,(vx) = [T, X"], 
with the imbedding [T, X] c__ L ]w (v x) being isometric. 
(ii) I f  X has the Fatou property, then 1 Lw(vx ) = [T, X] and 
Ll(vx) c [T, X] = [T, X]"= Ll (vx)  = [T, X"]. 
Of course, in this case X = X". 
(iii) I f  X has the properties in both (i) and (ii), i.e. X is weakly sequentially 
complete, then 
L](vx) = [r, X] = [T, x ] t '=  L~(vx) = [r, X"]. 
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The equality Ll(vx ) = [T, X] can hold without X having o.c.-norm (cf. Exam- 
ple 3.8) and L~,(vx) = [T, X] can hold without X having the Fatou property (cf. 
Example 3.11). 
Example 3.8. Let X = L°°([0, 1]) and T be the Volterra operator Tf (x )  = 
fo f (Y )  dy. Then X does not have o.c.-nornl. Also, L 1 (Vx) = L 1 ([0, 1]) [23, Propo- 
sition 4.2]. Since Tlf[  e L°°([0, 1]) iff sup0~<x~<l fo ] f(y)[dy < oo, it follows 
that also IT, X] = LI([0, l]). Hence, Ll (vx)  = [T, X]. In particular, [T, X] has 
o.c.-norm. 
The spaces Xa and Xb are defined in Section 2. Under the assumptions of this 
section we have Xa ~ L l ([0, 1]) and L°°([0, 1]) _c Xb C L 1 ([0, 1]). As noted earlier, 
always Xa _c Xb. It may happen that Xa = {0} is trivial (cf. Example 2.6(a)). To 
avoid such situations we assume that )[0,11 e Xo or, equivalently, that L°~([0, 1]) _ 
Xa. In this case, for any kernel operator T, the associated vector measure v takes 
its values in Xa 
In general, Ll (vx)  -7/= [T, X] (as already noted). Under a natural condition on 
X, it turns out that L 1 (v x ) = [T, Y] for a suitable closed subspace Y of X having 
o.c.-norm. A similar property is true of L ~ (v x); it equals IT, Z] for a suitable B.f.s. 
Z on [0,1] with the Fatou property and containing X. This is made precise in the 
following result. 
Proposition 3.9. Let X[0,1] have o.c.-norm. Then Xa = Xb and 
' F ,x" ] .  L l (vx ) = [T, Xb ] C [T, X] c_ Lw(Vx ) = 
Proof. From (6) we have L t ( v x ) = L 1 ( Vx~ ) and L lw ( v x) = L 1 ( Vxb ). Since X b C_ X, 
we conclude from (9) that 
L l (vx ) c_ [T, Xb] C [T, X] c..C_ L l (vx ) c_ [T, X'b~]. 
The same argument applies to Xa in place of X b. Since X a has o.c.-norm this, 
together with Theorem 3.6(i) and Corollary 3.7(i), yields 
Ll (vx)  = [T, Xa] C_ [T, X] C Llw(vx) = [T, X~]. 
X I! In general X)~' = X" and so, under our hypothesis, X~ = . [] 
If X has the Fatou property, then X = X' .  Hence, it follows from (9) that 
L l (v  x) = T, X ' .  This equality can also hold without X having the Fatou property 
as shown by the following example. 
Example 3.10. Let Y be a B.f.s. with the Fatou property which fails to have 
o.c.-norm and such that Yb has o.c.-norm but fails to have the Fatou property. Put 
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X := Yb. Let T be any kernel operator satisfying the conditions of this section. From 
(6) and Corollary 3.7(ii) we have 
L~O'x) = L~,0%,) = Lw(vr) = [T, Y]. 
On the other hand, as y{1 = y,, and Y has the Fatou property, we have 
[T, X"] = [T, Y{~] = [T, Y"] = [T, Y]. 
These two chains of equalities how that Llw(Vx) = [T, X'] even though X fails 
the Fatou property. A concrete class of such examples consists of the spaces Y = 
L p'°° for 1 < p < ~,  in which case Yb is precisely the set of functions f with 
limt_,0+ tl/Pf*(t) = 0. These spaces also occur in Example 3.4; observe that the 
space (LP 'e¢)0  given there is precisely (LP 'CC)b  . For a more general class of such 
Marcinkiewicz spaces Y possessing these properties, ee [12, Chapter II, §5.3]. 
The following example shows that the spaces [T, X] and L~(v x) can coincide 
without X having the Fatou property (cf. Corollary 3.7(ii)). 
Example 3.11. Let Y be a B.f.s. having the properties of Example 3.10. Define 
I l lfl l l:=llfllr +d(Lrb), f cY, 
where d(f,  Yb) is the distance from f to the closed subspace Yb. Then X := 
(Y, HI" ill) is a B.f.s. without o.c.-norm and failing the Fatou property. Let T be 
any kernel operator satisfying the conditions of this section. The spaces X and Y 
are isomorphic. Hence, [T, X] is isomorphic to IT, Y] and L l (vx)  is isomorphic 
to Ll (vr) .  Since Y has the Fatou property, by Corollary 3.7(ii) we have IT, Y] = 
L l(vr). Thus, X fails the Fatou property et IT, X] and L 1 (v x) are isomorphic. For 
the particular spaces Y = L p,cc for 1 < p < cx~, we have 
t t 
Ill.rill-- sup f f* s)ds + lira f 
0<t~<l t---~0 + 
0 0 
In connection with the previous example note that, in general, the spaces X and 
X" consist of the same elements iff X has the weak Fatou property [25, Chapter 15, 
§71, Theorem 3]. 
Proposition 3.12. Let Y be any one of L l(vx ), L l (vx) or IT, X]. Then 
Yb : Ya : LI(Vx). 
1 Proof. Since X[o, ll 6 L~,(Vx), we conclude from Proposition 3.9 (with L1w(Vx) in 
place of X) that (Lw(vx))~l = (Ll(vx))b. Note that X[0,1] 6 L 1 (vx), the norms of 
[T, X] and Ll(vx) agree on Ll(vx) c [T,X], and Ll(vx) has o.c.-norm. Hence, 
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X[o, t]e [T, X]a. Again  by Proposit ion 3.9 (with [T, X] in place o f  X) we conclude 
that [T, X]a = [T, X]b. Since Ll(Vx) has o.c. -norm and the simple functions are 
dense there, it is clear that (Ll(vx))a = (Ll(vx))b = L 1 (Vx). Finally, as the s imple 
functions are contained in each o f  Ll(vx ), [T, X] and L~(vx),  Proposit ion 3.2 
impl ies that (Ll(vx))b = IT, X]b = (L l (vx))h.  [] 
As an immediate consequence,  we have the fo l lowing result. 
Coro l la ry  3.13. For any kernel operator T we have that [T, X] = [T, X]a i~f 
[T, XI = [T, X]b iff[ T, X] = L l(vx ). 
Recal l  that the last equivalence o f  Coro l lary  3.13 holds whenever  X has o.c. -norm 
(cf. Theorem 3.6), but this condit ion on X is not necessary (cf. Example  3.3). 
Final ly we note, by Proposit ions 3.9 and 3.12, that 
(10) [T, Xb] : [T, X]b, 
whenever  X[0,tl has o.c.-norm. In particular, (10) holds whenever  X is a r.i. space 
different f rom L°C([0, 1]). 
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